
09:05:16  From Evelyn Dufner : Good Morning Everyone - 
09:05:38  From JR SANTIAGO : Good Morning 

😃

09:17:52  From Rick Jaggers : I may have missed this part of Evelyn's 
introduction: Question - do people use Instagram on PCs? I don't use 
my phone for anything other than phone calls and the occasional text 
message.
09:18:10  From Michael Broom : I use my Mac.
09:22:43  From Rick Jaggers : I'm on my PC and I cannot find the 
screens Evelyn is showing on her slides...
09:25:19  From Michael Broom : She did say that what she is showing is 
from her phone and that the menus are different for desktops.
09:25:49  From Paul Levin : Yes, IG (Instagram) is really a phone based 
platform
09:26:04  From Paul Levin : the PC is very limited in features for IG
09:49:19  From JR SANTIAGO : Very good presentation. Thank you 

😊

09:49:31  From Evelyn D - Computer Angel : Thanks for coming!!!
10:00:21  From Cathy Norris : According to this group I'm in - FB ads 
really work if you know how to really use them.   This group I'm in 
there are experts that do this.  It's about copy & creating 
interesting ads & getting to your niche.
10:01:22  From Evelyn Dufner : I agree Cathy, and it is also frequently 
out of the realm of what people know how to analyze and integrate... 
but if you know what you are looking at in the data, and who to push 
to, then YES!!! YES!!! to FB Ads
10:02:10  From Cathy Norris : But there are ways to get around always 
spending $ to get done what you need done
10:15:54  From joan weisberg : thanks Evelyn and everyone for your 
ideas and sharing.  Need to leave for now.
10:16:20  From Renee Haertle : Yes!! Great job Evelyn! Sean and I 
really enjoyed the presentation today :)
10:16:44  From Evelyn Dufner : Thanks Renee!! <3
10:24:42  From Rick Jaggers: Google "Digital Immigrant" vs "Digital 
Native" ~ several good articles...


